Atomic Data
Cloud-based Disaster Recovery
Protect what matters most to your business

Ransomware causes an average of

Your business innovation and growth thrives on digital transformation,
but there’s risk involved as you become increasingly technology
dependent. With cybercrime escalating daily and emergencies
seemingly lurking around every corner, protecting your businesscritical data is essential if you want to survive.
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Are you prepared to tackle these top threats to your data?
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You must create a business continuity plan, at the heart of which you
need a reliable and trusted disaster recovery solution. Traditional,
non-cloud based disaster recovery can be costly, requiring:
Operational
management
and monitoring

Capital
investment in
infrastructure

Ongoing testing
and validation

Regular inventory
to avoid gaps

Atomic Data Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS) handles your DR infrastructure, eliminating capital
investments while equipping your business to scale and recover quickly from any incident. Designed specifically
for your VMware environment, this fully managed solution with expert professional upkeep, 24x7 support, and
around-the-clock monitoring delivers:

Effective

Simple

Lower TCO

Secure

Provides
automated
recovery and
fallback

Frees your IT
teams to focus
on high-value
projects

Reduces your
operating costs

Safety and
protection from
disaster with offsite storage

How do you know it’ll actually work?
DR Testing with Atomic Data DRaaS
Successful DR requires consistent validation and testing to ensure the solution will perform when an emergency
requires. Engage fast, clean simulated DR testing that doesn’t detract from your ongoing DR activity or staff
resources

Test recovery coverage and
capabilities in minutes
Zero conversion
needed
Swift removal of
test replicas

With Atomic Data DRaaS you can enjoy
Easy testing and
validation

Simplified
prescriptive or
changeable recovery
options

Lower TCO that
leverages existing
VMware investments

Speed and simplicity
with quick onramp
and no new skills
requirements

Contact us today to learn more about Atomic Data DRaaS.

Email info@atomicdata.com or call 612-466-2000.
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